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Abstract 

The ability to replicate the load bearing properties of articular cartilage is attractive for many 

engineering applications; particularly bearings where low-friction, low-wear and high 

durability is required. Hydrogels are widely used materials spanning many diverse 

applications owing to their lubricity and unique mechanical/chemical properties. The poor 

mechanical characteristics of conventional hydrogels, especially their compressive behaviour, 

limit their application in load-bearing applications despite their favourable properties such as 

poro/visco-elasticity and lubricity. This paper demonstrates a cartilage-inspired approach to 

produce a structure which benefits from water-swelling resistant and ultrafast recovery 

behaviour of elastomers as well as the stress-relaxation and energy dissipation properties of 

hydrogels. A method is presented in this work to fabricate interconnected macro-porous 

elastomers based on sintering polymethylmethacrylate beads. The porous elastomer 

imparted structural support and resilience to its composite with infused-grafted hydrogel. At 

30% strain and depending upon the strain rate, the composite exhibited a load-bearing 

behaviour that was 14 to 19 times greater than pristine hydrogel, and approximately 3 times 

greater than the porous elastomer. 

The equilibrium elastic modulus of the composite was 452 kPa at a strain range of 10%-30% 

which was close to the values reported for the modulus of cartilage tested with similar 

experimental parameters defined in this study. The dissipated energy for the composite at 

strain rates of 1 s-1, 10-3 s-1 was enhanced by 25, 25 and 5, 15-fold as compared to that for the 

pristine hydrogel and the porous elastomer, respectively. The cyclic loading tests at two strain 

rates showed that the composite immediately recovers its load-bearing properties with the 

maximum load recovery staying above 95% of its initial values throughout the testing. The 

permeability of the structures were measured experimentally and results showed a decrease 

of permeability by three orders of magnitude following hydrogel grafting. 
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Introduction 
Articular cartilage is an impressive natural material that can withstand high contact pressures relative 

to its modulus with minimal friction and wear1. Acellular cartilage is a bi-phasic system2 composed of 

crosslinked collagen fibres with embedded coiled proteoglycan chains3. The solid matrix of acellular 



cartilage retains the second phase, i.e. synovial fluid and thereby dissipates energy upon loading. One 

of the unique characteristics of cartilage which distinguishes it from engineering systems is its load-

bearing behaviour. Cartilage can bear contact pressures greater than its compressive modulus1; 

facilitated through fluid pressurisation within its porous structure2. It is hypothesised that the lubricity 

of cartilage is mainly attributed to surface-tethered macromolecules at lower sliding speeds4 and fluid 

pressurisation at higher sliding speeds1. As a result, there has been a vast amount of research focused 

on mimicking its superficial characteristics through grafting hydrophilic brush-like polymer chains (i.e. 

grafted polymer chains) including zwitterionic4-5 and polyacrylamide (PAAm) grafted polymer chains6 

or hydrogels7. This includes studies which focused on the integration of hydrogels on the lubricating 

surface (up to few microns in thickness) of the material8. Surface grafted polymer chains/hydrogels 

have been shown to impart lubricity through a hydration/water-film mediated lubrication 

mechanism9. Further, a substantial number of studies have focused on mimicking cartilage lubricity 

via surface tethering of polymeric chains to harder substrates 4-5, 8, 10. However, these surface 

engineering strategies do not completely address the load-bearing properties of cartilage inspired 

systems and concerns about their durability have been raised. Translation of this load bearing 

behaviour to real engineering materials has attracted a considerable body of research through design 

and formulation of reinforced hydrogels3, 7, 11-18.  

Unmodified hydrogels generally possess poor compressive strength17 and cannot withstand the high 

loads often encountered in engineering and biomedical load bearing applications8. Highly stretchable 

and mechanically tough hydrogels have been created through strategies such as polyrotaxane gels19, 

nanocomposite gels doped with water-swellable inorganic clay20, double‐network (DN) gels21 with low 

friction characteristics15, macromolecular microsphere gels22,  tetra‐poly(ethylene glycol) gels23 and 

supramolecular hydrogels24. Supramolecular hydrogels composed of polyampholytes with ionic bonds 

of weak and strong strength provide Young’s modulus on the order of MPa and have been boosted 

with self-healing characteristics24. Initial DN gels, macromolecular microsphere gels and tetra‐

poly(ethylene glycol) gels, have not achieved a comparable elastic modulus to cartilage. DN gels 

exhibited high elastic modulus at strains above 50% where cartilage shows macroscopic tears21. 

Macromolecular microsphere gels benefited from structural integrity at strains up to 99.7%, however 

showed a low compressive stress of 60 kPa at 50% strain22. A high strength at maximum breaking point 

(9.6 MPa) was reported for tetra‐poly(ethylene glycol) gels, while having a mediocre compressive 

modulus of 40 kPa23. In follow-on works, DN gels with enhanced strength have been prepared by ionic 

crosslinking of alginate/chitosan in polyacrylamide matrix25-27, the mechanical properties of which 

exceed those of previous DN gels.  

Conventional DN hydrogels have rarely brought a significant improvement to the mechanical 

properties in an equilibrium state (i.e. fully-swollen). They often require further improvements such 

as the incorporation of crosslinks through metallic coordination complexes which yielded a tensile 

modulus of around 2 MPa28. Subsequently, remarkable increases in tensile29-31 and compressive7 

strengths were bestowed on hydrogels via metal ionic dual cross-linkage. In addition, enhanced 

mechanical properties have been prompted by hydrogen bonding between functional groups of 

polymer chains. Clustering of polymer aggregates via hydrogen bonding between copolymer chains of 

N,N -dimethylacrylamide and meth-acrylic acid have been shown to generate highly rigid and tough 

hydrogels with a tensile modulus of 28 MPa and recovery time of approximately one hour32. Recent 

work by Wang et al 33 showed that the tensile elastic modulus and pH range can both be extended up 

to few hundreds of MPa and alkaline values of <9.6. The calcium phosphate mineralisation of 

hydrogels34 is another developed strategy to achieve hybrid hydrogels with compressive modulus of 

few hundred MPa. 



A modified double-layer hydrogel, with friction and load-bearing characteristics similar to cartilage,  

was synthesised by Lin et al.7 This was achieved through a stiff hydrogel substrate obtained by the 

formation of ionic coordinates between ferric ions and the carboxyl groups from poly acrylic acid. The 

resulting structures had extremely high compressive strength and exhibited a compressive modulus 

of over 6 MPa7. The Young’s modulus was approximately an order of magnitude larger than cartilage35-

37 and self-recovery of the hydrogels occurred within few hours at room temperature30 which is a weak 

point for the hydrogel. Hydrogels improved by metal-ligand coordination have been recently advanced 

by Xu et al. 38 through dual covalent and physical crosslinking of a poly(2‐isopropenyl‐2‐oxazoline) 

hydrogel with up to an 11-fold increase in compression modulus through Zn+2 complexation. This 

hydrogel had a faster recovery process that could recover 98.5% of its initial size and mechanical 

response following re-swelling in deionized water for 60 minutes. Another group of hydrogels 

developed to deliver compressive properties close to that of cartilage are interpenetrating network 

hydrogels (IPN)11, 13. 3D woven IPN composites of agarose infused polyglycolic acid11 and 

alginate/polyacrylamide infused poly(ϵ‐caprolactone)13 have been generated compressive and shear 

moduli on the order of native cartilage (Young’s modulus in unconfined compression tests was 

between 68-77 kPa and 200 kPa for the former and later respectively). This was used for cartilage 

tissue engineering and these two materials exhibited moduli within the lower threshold of that of 

articular cartilage. 

Cartilage is a complex bi-phasic structure with load-bearing properties and stress-relaxation 

characteristics considerably closely related to its water content39. The stress-relaxation response of 

cartilage is indicative of the load carried by the pressurised fluid within its structure and hence its 

unique load-bearing behaviour2. The low-friction characteristics of cartilage are rooted in its 

poroelasticity1-2 and water-retaining macromolecules within the structure4. The porous structure of 

cartilage facilities its re-hydration promoting fluid pressurisation1-2. Studies have shown that the 

mechanical properties (including stress-relaxation characteristics) can be correlated to 

osteoarthritis40. Therefore, the poro-viscoelastic stress-relaxation response of a structure aiming to 

mimic cartilage is of paramount importance. Embedded/grafted hydrogels/brushes41 on stiff 

substrates lack the poro-viscoelastic relaxation observed in natural cartilage which is an essential 

factor for lubrication1. On the other hand, hydrogel-based systems can represent the poro-viscoelastic 

relaxations. While there have been numerous successful efforts to improve the mechanical properties 

of hydrogels, examining the stress-relaxation behaviour of hydrogels has not been wide-reaching42-43. 

Visser et al.42 fabricated a gelatine methacrylamide hydrogel infused into electrospun poly(ɛ-

caprolactone) scaffolds and showed that the time-dependant stress-relaxation and mechanical 

parameters of the composite were similar to cartilage in unconfined compression. The equilibrium 

modulus (i.e. modulus calculated from the data for equilibrium stress and strain curve after full stress-

relaxation processes) of this hydrogel infused scaffold tends to approach that of the hydrogel alone 

and was smaller than that of cartilage following fast loading. However, the stress-relaxation time scale 

was very similar to cartilage. Another study by Sun et al.43, investigated the stress-relaxation of a 

modified hydrogel comprising of PAAm and supramolecular peptides which showed two distinct 

relaxation time scales comparable to cartilage43. The equilibrium stresses (i.e. stress at a defined strain 

after a full stress-relaxation process) were reported to reach values between 70%-90% of the peak 

stress43 (the maximum stress at a defined strain limit) which showed inferior stress-relaxation capacity 

when compared to cartilage where the maximum load was relaxed by up to 90%2. 

It is clear that more research is required to create multi-phase structures that can embrace the 

disparate package of properties found in cartilage (e.g. stress-relaxation and tribological behaviour, 

high modulus and stress-recovery). This is vital to achieve translation of articular cartilage lubrication 

and load-bearing theories towards functional engineering systems. This work aims to integrate the 



structural characteristics of cartilage with its pressure-driven poroelastic behaviour to produce 

functional bio-inspired load-bearing structures. The materials framework described herein paves the 

way for a new generation of soft-matter, multi-phase, multi-material systems with enhanced and 

tuneable loading bearing properties. A stratified approach to produce a porous multi-phase material 

with enhanced load bearing capabilities was adopted.  In this view, the developed material systems 

shares structural similarities with cartilage; a crosslinked network of collagen microfibers with a 

second network of coiled proteoglycan chains that could dissipate energy through poro-

viscoelasticity3 with the possibility to further tuned to infer superior lubrication properties. In contrast 

to the aforementioned research, this work focusses on the integration of existing polymer chemistries 

and our knowledge of poroelastic behaviour of cartilage to engineer and demonstrate a bi-phasic, 

cartilage-inspired material system for engineering applications (i.e. journal bearings). 

Osmotic pressure-driven swelling often leads to weakening of hybrid hydrogels16 causing mechanical 

instability. Shape recovery has been the other challenge with modified hydrogels beside the loss of 

mechanical properties once swollen. The fastest recoveries take minutes to occur and do not result in 

a return to the hydrogels’ initial properties44. In this paper, we demonstrate that a hydrophobic 

crosslinked elastic matrix fabricated from polydimethylsiloxane imparted immediate recovery to the 

composite after unloading. This occurs with no need for re-swelling time which is an advantage 

compared to previous hybrid hydrogel systems3. Further, the infused hydrogel was confined by the 

stiffer structure of the elastomer which restricted swelling and hence mitigated the loss of mechanical 

properties. The composite was stiffer than either the porous elastomer or hydrogel alone with an 

equilibrium compressive modulus (0.452 MPa at 10%-30% strain) in the range of the modulus values 

reported for human cartilage (equilibrium unconfined modulus of 0.3-0.9 MPa at 15%-25% strain). 

The inclusion and mechanical/chemical retention of the hydrogel is expected to promote enhanced 

and durable lubrication.  

Materials and methods 

Materials 

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) sponges were prepared using Silicone Sylgard 184 Kit (Dow-Corning, 

USA) and un-crosslinked polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) spherical powder purchased from 

Goodfellow. The PMMA had a mean particle size of 48 µm and used following an air jet classification 

process by Hosokawa Micron (see Figure S 1 in the supporting information; SI). The PDMS monomer 

solution and its curing agent were mixed at a weight ratio of 10:1 as recommended by the supplier. 

Acrylamide (AAm, 99+% ; Alfa Aesar), N,N'-methylenebisacrylamide (MBAA, 99+%; Alfa Aesar) as a 

crosslinker and 2-hydroxy-4'-(2-hydroxyethoxy)-2-methylpropiophenone (Irgacure 2959, 98%; Sigma-

Aldrich) as a photo-initiator were used as-received to fabricate the end-grafted PAAm (EGP)/gel-PDMS 

materials. 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate (TMPM, 98%; Sigma-Aldrich), hydrochloric acid 

(37% solution in H2O; ACROS Organics), ethanol (absolute, 99%+, Fisher Chemical), hydrogen peroxide 

(30% solution in H2O; Sigma-Aldrich) were purchased from indicated suppliers for silanisation process. 

Fabrication of PDMS sponge 

Cylindrical stainless-steel moulds which were 16 mm in length and had a bore diameter of 6.35 mm 

were used to fabricate the PDMS sponges. The PDMS was infused to create the composite of PDMS 

and PMMA particles and then milled to a 10mm length, separating it from the circular bases. This 

resulted in open porosity on the two circular faces and an impermeable cylindrical surface along the 

length. PMMA particles were heat sintered at 180˚C for 90 minutes and PDMS was incubated in an 

air-circulated oven at 100˚C for 30 minutes for the curing process. 



PAAm grafting into the PDMS sponge 

The PDMS sponge was washed in acetone using an ultrasound bath for 15 mins and dried overnight 

under vacuum. The washed PDMS sponge was etched in a solution of HCl(37%):H2O2(30% w/w):H2O 

(volume ratio 1:1:1) for 1 hour at room temperature in order to create silanol groups on PDMS 

surfaces. The etched PDMS sponge was then rinsed with plenty of de-ionised (DI) water several times 

and dried under nitrogen gas flow. The TMPM silanisation of the PDMS sponge was conducted using 

a solution of C2H5OH:TMPM:H2O (volume ratio 2:1:2) for a total duration of 330 minutes comprising 

three steps of 1) 120 minutes ultra-sonication at 40-45˚C, 2) 180-minute standstill at room 

temperature and 3) 30 minutes of annealing process at 70˚C under ultra-sonication. The silanised 

PMDS sponge was rinsed in plenty of DI water, isopropanol and ethanol several times with a final step 

of ultra-sonication in ethanol for 5 minutes to remove the excessive un-bonded or physically adsorbed 

TMPM. The silanised sponge was vacuum dried overnight prior to PAAm grafting. 

For PAAm grafting 3M of AAm (2.13 gram) was dissolved in 10 mL of pure water in a nitrogen-gas filled 

glove-box. The pure water was nitrogen bubbled for more than 30 minutes prior to addition of AAm. 

The PDMS sponge was infused with the AAm solution and UV treated for 2 minutes before adding 3.75 

mM (8.4 mg) of 2-Hydroxy-4′-(2-hydroxyethoxy)-2-methylpropiophenone photo-initiator. UV 

irradiation was performed for 90 minutes in the solution of AAm and the photo-initiator to achieve 

the EGP-PDMS composite. The gel-PDMS composite was obtained through 60 minutes of UV exposure 

in a solution of AAm, MBAA crosslinker and the photo-initiator with a molar concentration of 3M, 0.5 

mM and 3.75 mM respectively. 

UV treatment 

The polymer chain/gel grafting was conducted at room temperature using a UV lamp (UVP, XX-15L, 

15 W,) incorporated with a 365 nm wavelength filter (UVP, XX-15L) at a 5 cm distance delivering an 

irradiation intensity of 7.27 mW/cm². The PDMS sponge was partially transparent to the UV 

wavelength range irradiated by the lamp (see Figure S 2 in the SI). UV treatment was carried out in a 

sealed glove-box purged with N2. In order to minimise oxidative reactions, pure water was nitrogen 

bubbled for at least 30 minutes before the monomer and photo-initiator were added. Following the 

polymer chain/gel grafting, samples were placed in pure water-filled plastic vials (50 mL) for 96 hours 

to remove any traces of the unreacted/ungrafted monomer, crosslinker, photo-initiator molecules 

and impurities. The pure water was replaced every 24 hours. 

ATR-FTIR analysis 

A Spotlight 400 (Perkin-Elmer, USA) Attenuated Total Reflection - Fourier Transform Infrared (ATR-

FTIR) spectrometer was used to ascertain complete removal of the PMMA particles for PDMS sponge 

fabrication and to confirm PAAm grafting onto the pore surfaces inside of the PDMS sponge. ATR-FTIR 

scans were obtained over wavelengths of 700 cm-1 to 4000 cm-1. The peak positions were identified 

using the Peak Analyser tool in Origin (OriginLab Corporation) following a Savitzky-Golay smoothening 

function of polynomial order 2. The identified peaks were cross compared with the spectra from 

reference materials and the reference spectra taken from the Sigma library of FTIR. Materials were 

dehydrated in an oven at 45˚C for 48 hours in order to rule out significant contribution of OH groups 

from water. Samples were gently compressed onto the detector crystal to obtain signals from several 

micrometres into the structure 9.  



Tensiometry 

A computer controlled and programmable video-based contact angle and surface tension meter (CAM 

200, KSV Instruments) was used to track and record dynamic water contact angle measurements. 

Images were captured over an interval of 20 minutes to assess the water intake and wettability 

behaviours. WCAs were obtained immediately after a 20 μL water droplet had landed on the fully-

hydrated material surfaces (except the PDMS sponge) and every minute after the droplet exposure. 

WCA was acquired for a minimum of three spots on surfaces for each sample and the average of the 

measurements was reported. The WCA measurements were carried out on the end faces of the 

sample. The materials had been submerged in pure water prior to the measurement. 

Electron microscopy 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and Cryo-SEM was undertaken using a Carl Zeiss EVO MA15 and 

a Thremofisher Helios G4 CX DualBeam monochromated field emission gun instruments respectively. 

A 10-nm layer of iridium was deposited on the PDMS sponge samples before SEM imaging at an 

acceleration voltage of 20kV. For cryo-SEM a block of samples (ø: 5mm, L: 5 mm) was cut from the 

middle of the bulk and placed into a cryo-SEM shuttle surrounded by an adhesive of optimum 

temperature cutting medium and colloidal graphite. The sample was plunged into slushed nitrogen 

(solidified at around -210˚C under vacuum) using a Quorum Technologies PP3010 cryo-SEM 

preparation system. The samples were allowed to cool to the liquid nitrogen temperature. Samples 

then were immediately transferred to the preparation chamber which was pre-cooled to -140˚C at a 

pressure of 5x10-7 mBar. The samples were fractured using a cooled knife and sputter coated with 

iridium. The cryo-fractured and coated samples were then transferred to the main chamber of the 

cryo-SEM operating at -140˚C. The samples were imaged at an acceleration voltage of 2kV and a beam 

current of 0.1nA. The EGP-PDMS sample was subjected to one step of sublimation at -90˚C for 3min 

to reveal the PAAm chains. 

Permeability measurements 

A cell was designed and developed in-house to measure permeability of the materials. The cell was 

embedded in a setup comprising a syringe pump (Cole-Parmer 74900), integrated with a glass syringe 

(Eterna Matic Sanitex, EM304), and a manometer (Digitron P200M) connected to the cell through 

nylon tubing and pneumatic fittings (see Figure S 3 in the SI). The developed materials (ø:5mm, L: 5 

mm) were mounted in the cell and the pure water was injected into the cell at a defined flow rate. 

The pressure drop between the inlet and outlet, resulted from the fluid flow through the material, 

was monitored and recorded for 5 mL of water injection (logging every 10 s) and eventually averaged. 

The pressure drop for each material was determined at three flow rates. The flow rates for the PDMS 

sponge were 0.1, 0.4 and 0.6 mL/min, for the EGP-PDMS were 0.01, 0.04 and 0.06 mL/min and for the 

gel-PDMS were 0.001, 0.004 and 0.006 mL/min so that the pressure drop readings remained within a 

relatively similar range for all materials. A continued flow of water was maintained until the reading 

stabilised (fluctuation <±5% of the reading value) and then recorded for calculation of the 

permeability. The permeability of the materials were solved using Darcy’s law of permeability (Eq. 1) 

𝑄 =
𝜅

𝜈
∇𝑝     (1) 

Where Q is the fluid flux (flow rate per unit area; m/s), 𝜅 is permeability (m2), 𝜈 is the fluid viscosity 

(Pa.s), 𝑝 is the fluid pressure (Pa) and ∇ is the gradient operator. The permeability for each material (3 

samples for each material) was determined by a linear regression of the plotted graph of the 

differential pressure data against the flow rate data.  



Compression tests 

Load-bearing properties of materials were assessed using a Universal Mechanical Tester (UMT, 

Bruker) equipped with a DFH-5-G (2.5 mN resolution) force sensor and a Mecmesin MultiTest 

mechanical tester hosting a load cell with a maximum capacity of 1kN (resolution: ±0.2%). The testing 

procedure consisted of four phases, namely tare loading, fixed-distance loading, hold (pause) and 

unloading phase. The tare loading was conducted at a relatively low strain rate of 10-3 s-1 to maintain 

equilibrium. Tare loads (pre-load prior to the actual loading phase) of 0.2N and 0.5N were used for 

tests using UMT and Mecmesin instruments respectively. Within the loading phase samples were 

compressed to a certain strain limit (10%-50%) at 10-3 s-1, 1 s-1 and 16x10-3 s-1, 0.83 s-1 for tests using 

UMT and Mecmesin respectively. The materials then remained compressed at the defined strain for 

12 hr and 15 s in UMT and Mecmesin tests respectively allowing stress-relaxation to occur. The applied 

strain was released within the unloading phase. The same strain rate was used for loading and 

unloading phases in each compression test. In order to examine load-recovery properties of the 

materials, cyclic loading experiments were carried out using the Mecmesin with a pause phase of 15 

s. Following on from the 1st loading cycle, the next consecutive cycles instigated immediately either 

from the defined tare load (section ‘Cyclic compression testing behaviour of the materials’) or from 

the absolute zero condition (the flat plunger was fully retracted to a zero load condition; shown in 

Figure S 4 in the SI). 

The set-up developed for compression testing comprised a flat porous indenter, a flat porous drainage 

plate (placed at the bottom side of materials) and a cylindrical water bath (see Figure S 5(a and b) in 

the SI for more information). The materials (i.e. PDMS sponge and EGP/gel-PDMS) were impermeable 

on the cylindrical surfaces along the length (Figure S 5(c)) and hence were confined in terms of fluid 

flow which was only allowed in and out the cylindrical bases but mechanically unconfined to allow 

deformation. The materials were soaked in pure water at least 48 hr before tests. The samples (except 

dry-PDMS) were fully immersed in a water bath during compression tests. The pure water was forced 

into the pores within the PDMS sponge samples under vacuum, while the samples were placed in a 

water-filled beaker. 

The following two-term exponential decay function was used to fit the load-log(t) graphs at 30% iso-

strain to obtain time constants45 (Eq. 2).  

𝑦 = 𝑦0 + Ae−
𝑡
𝜏1⁄ + 𝐵𝑒−𝐶(

𝑡
𝜏2⁄ )𝐷    (2) 

Where 𝑦0 is the load value (N) after the full stress-relaxation, t indicates time in the pause phase (s), 

A and 𝐵 are coefficients correlated to 𝑦0  (N), 𝐶 and 𝐷 are coefficients associated with geometric 

compression and the strain limit and 𝜏1 and 𝜏2 represent characteristic short-term and long-term 

stress-relaxation time scales respectively. The 6 fitting parameters include A, 𝐵, 𝐶, 𝐷, 𝜏1 and 𝜏2. The 

built-in non-linear curve fitting tool in Origin (OriginLab Corporation) was used for stress-relaxation 

curve fitting. Time was set to zero at the maximum stress value once the strain reached the 30% limit. 

The goodness of fit for the least squares fitting algorithm was evaluated by residual plots, residual sum 

of square and adjusted R-square values. The sum of the squared error between the actual data points 

and the best-fit curve were compared to global minima. 

The elastic compressive moduli were calculated by linear regression of the resultant stress-strain 

curves for peak-load (i.e. the maximum load recorded at a defined strain limit) and when equilibrium 

(i.e. the load recorded after complete stress-relaxation processes at a defined strain limit) was 

reached. The strain rate for these experiments was 0.83 s-1. The compressive moduli were obtained 



within two strain brackets where a linear stress-strain response was observed (i.e. 0.1-0.3 and 0.3-

0.5). The Pearson’s r value for the statistical analyses was always greater than 0.98.  

The area under the loading and unloading curves and between the tare strain and 30% strain were 

obtained by calculation of definite integrals. The difference between the area under loading and 

unloading curves following the 12 hr hold phase is the full-capacity energy dissipation. These tests 

were conducted with the UMT tester and at two strain rates of 1 and 10-3 s-1. For ease of comparison, 

full-capacity energy dissipation value for each material was divided by the value for PAAm gel (i.e. 

normalised to PAAm gel). The normalised values are outlined in the result section (section 

‘Compressive modulus of the materials’) denoted as “dissipation enhancement ratio”. Also, the ratio 

of the energy dissipation at the low strain rate (10-3 s-1) to that at the high strain rate (1 s-1) was 

obtained for each individual material and presented as “dissipated energy ratio”. For cyclic 

compression tests, which were carried out using the Mecmesin instrument at strain rates of 0.83 and 

16x10-3 s-1, a 15-s hold phase was considered. This indicates that the dissipated energy values for the 

PDMS sponge represent its full-capacity energy dissipation, however for the gel-PDMS material the 

values reflect dissipated energy after the first (short time-scale) stress-relaxation. 

Results and discussion 

Preparation of the porous elastomer 

A new facile method based on the template leaching technique was developed in this study for 

producing poroelastic PDMS materials. In this three-step process, PMMA spherical particles were 

casted into glass-slide bottomed cylindrical stainless-steel moulds and transferred to an air-ventilated 

oven. The PMMA particles were heat-sintered at a temperature above its glass transition to produce 

a template for the porous elastomer. The heat sintering induced necking of the PMMA beads through 

viscous flow of particles into the neighbouring particles. This produced a network of particles which 

were 3-dimensionally fused into their surrounding particles. A degassed solution of PDMS elastomer 

and its curing agent was then used to backfill gaps between particles in a vacuum chamber followed 

by heat curing of PDMS in an oven. The cylindrical composite of perfused PDMS and PMMA particles 

was then immersed into an organic solvent (i.e, acetone, ethyl acetate and/or dimethylformamide) 

and sonicated in a bath for few hours to reveal a porous PDMS (so-called PDMS sponge). The pores 

formed a network that was interconnected at the sites where the PMMA beads were fused. The 

complete dissolution and removal of the PMMA (i.e. the template) was examined by ATR-FTIR as 

shown in Figure S 6 of the SI. Dissolution of PMMA particles generated an interconnected porous 

matrix of PDMS elastomer. A summary of the process and an electron micrograph of the fabricated 

PDMS sponge are shown in Figure 1. Energy dispersive X‐ray spectroscopy was conducted on the 

PDMS sponge to demonstrate spherical porosity of the sponge through chemical mappings (Figure S 

7 in the SI). 

The procedure is sustainable as the PMMA can be retrieved by solvent extraction (Figure S 8(a and b) 

in the SI). The pore sizes can be tuned with the PMMA particle size. The pore size, interconnectivity 

and interfacial properties impact the mechano-chemical properties of the porous PDMS46. To attain a 

facile method for producing poroviscoelastic structures, as-prepared PMMA powder with an average 

size of 48 um was randomly packed in the mould. Otherwise, ordered 3D structures of a PDMS sponge 

could be produced by colloidal crystal templating46-49. This could be achieved through forming close-

packed arrangements of particles using  colloidal suspensions of monodispersed PMMA particles 48. 

For example, macroporous poly(ethylene oxide) dimethacrylate hydrogel in a 3D ordered 

arrangement has been prepared from PMMA colloidal spheres 47. 



   

 
 

  
Figure 1. a) Schematic of the fabrication method for the PDMS sponge. The numbered arrows are 
associated with: i) sintering of the PMMA particles, ii) PDMS backfilling, iii) dissolution of PMMA 
particles out the structure and iv) side polymer chain/hydrogel graft-infusing into the PDMS sponge. 
b) An electron image of the PDMS sponge. 

EGP/hydrogel functionalisation of the poro-elastic elastomer  

TMPM silane groups were used to graft PAAm side chains/hydrogel onto the hydrophobic pore 

surfaces of the PDMS sponge. The procedure for chemical grafting and cryo-SEM images of the 

silane/EGP/hydrogel-grafted PDMS sponge are shown in Figure 2. The reaction paths to etch, silanise, 

brush and gel graft PDMS sponges are elucidated in sub-panels i, ii, iii and iv of Figure 2(a) respectively. 

The PDMS sponge was etched in order to create silanol groups on the PDMS surfaces facilitating 

silanisation (the sub-panel i in Figure 2(a)). The hydrolysis and condensation of TMPM led to 

silanisation of the PDMS sponge50. The silanisation created grafting of individual TMPM and 

crosslinked TMPM groups onto the etched PDMS surfaces (the sub-panel ii in Figure 2(a)). 

Chemical grafting of PAAm side chains/hydrogel to the PDMS sponge was carried out via free-radical 

polymerisation of AAm monomers using a photo-initiator. Illustrated within the sub-panel iii in Figure 

2(a), the PDMS sponge was placed in a solution containing AAm and the photo-initiator and then 

irradiated with UV light to create the EGP-PDMS composite. The gel-PDMS composite was obtained 

through UV irradiation in a solution of AAm, MBAA crosslinker and the photo-initiator, the sub-panel 

iv in Figure 2(a). A 20-90 nm thick interfacial layer was observed in cryo-SEM images as marked in 

Figure 2(b) (in between two yellow-coloured dashed-lines). This distinct layer was also found in cryo-

SEM images for EGP/gel-PDMS sponges (Figure 2(c and d)) and can be attributed to the etched-

silanised surface. A cryo-image from a pristine PDMS sponge is provided in SI (Figure S 9) evidencing 

the absence of the silanised interfacial layer. Grafted polymer chains and crosslinked PAAm chains are 

visible in Figure 2(c and d) where they extend out from the PDMS interface towards the internal area 

of pores. The silanised layer and PAAm grafting were confirmed by the ATR-FTIR results (Figure 3(a)). 
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Figure 2. a) Synthesis of EGP/PAAm hydrogel-PDMS elastomer composite showing the 
functionalisation steps (i –iv) and cryo-SEM images from b) silanised, c) end-grafted PAAm and d) 
hydrogel-grafted porous PDMS elastomers. The images were collected from mid-through cross-
section of samples. The scale bar shown in white bars represents 1 μm. The cross-sections above the 
dashed yellow line present the PDMS elastomeric part of the composite/sponge. The distinguished 
area between two dashed lines in the panel (b) shows the silanised interfacial layer. The white fibular 
structure in the panel (c) and the white branched network in the panel (d), pointed with yellow 
arrows, show grafted AAm polymer chains) and crosslinked AAm polymer chains respectively. 

Figure 2(c) presents a cryo-SEM image from EGP-PDMS sponge showing stretched polymer chains of 

un-crosslinked AAm (pointed with a yellow arrow). This implies a brush configuration (when hydrated), 

bearing in mind that the cryo process constrains movement/change of the conformation as a result of 

external stimuli. However, the conformation of EGP may not be confirmed explicitly by cryo-SEM. The 

crosslinked network of the AAm gel within the gel-PDMS composite is visible in Figure 2(d) which is 

pointed with a yellow arrow. The porous PDMS resembles the collagen matrix of cartilage and PAAm 

hydrogel was grafted to impart functionality of proteoglycans in cartilage (i.e. retaining water within 

the structure) on the composite. More discussion on structural similarities between cartilage and the 

gel-PDMS composite can be found in SI (Figure S 10). 

d) c) 



ATR-FTIR spectra were obtained for the dehydrated PDMS sponge, the reference PAAm hydrogel, the 

TMPM-silanised PDMS sponge and the PAAm grafted PDMS sponge materials as shown in Figure 3(a). 

Distinctive chemical bonds observed for each material are annotated in the spectra. Peak positions 

associated with the bonds are listed in Table 1. The presence of PAAm in the PAAm-grafted PDMS 

sponge was confirmed by strong absorptions at 1617 cm-1 corresponding to the NH2 bending vibration, 

1665 cm-1 corresponding to C═O stretching of the —CO—NH2 group and at 3357 and 3203 cm-1 

characteristics of N—H peaks51. Peak positions associated with PDMS sponge remained relatively 

unchanged (apart from Si—O—Si for PAAm-PDMS) following TMPM and PAAm treatments implying 

negligible impact of the etching and UV irradiation processes on chemical bonding of the PDMS. This 

agrees with the cryo-image in Figure 2(b) which shows etching/silane-induced interfacial modification 

of the PDMS surface less than 100nm thick. This is considerably smaller than the typical depth of 

analysis of ATR-FTIR (i.e. a few microns). With reference to the PAAm associated peaks, peak positions 

attributed to the N—H bonds (3342 and 3175 cm-1 for reference PAAm) shifted to higher wavelengths 

in the PAAm-grafted PDMS sponge. The observed shift can originate from residual water in the 

dehydrated structure due to the increased concentration of hydrogen bonds within the structure51 or 

can be an indication of the interactions between PAAm and PDMS. 

 

  

 

  

 

Figure 3. a) ATR-FTIR spectra from PDMS sponge, gel-PDMS composite TMPM treated PDMS sponge 
and reference materials, b) comparison of ATR-FTIR spectra collected for PDMS and TMPM-PDMS 
and c) an image showing water exposure of PDMS sponge (1), TMPM-PDMS (2) and gel/EGP-PDMS 
(3) 

a) b) 

c) 
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Table 1. Chemical bond and peak position detected on ATR-FTIR spectra from different sponges and 
reference materials 

 PDMS PAAm TMPM TMPM-PDMS PAAm-PDMS 
Bonding Peak position (cm-1) 

Si—CH3 789, 1258 - - 789, 1258 790, 1258 

Si—O—Si 1011, 1053 - - 1011, 1053 1013, 1058 

C—H 
2962, 2905, 
1412, 1397 

- - 
2962, 2905, 

1412 
2961, 2907, 

1414 

N/O—H - 1610 - - 1617 

N—H - 3342, 3175 - - 3357, 3203 

C═O - 1664 - - 1665 

C—CO—O - - 
1161, 1296, 

1320 
1162, 1296, 

1320 
- 

C═O - - 1718 1721 - 

O—CH3 - - 2841 2847 - 

C═C - - 1638 1637 - 

Figure 3(b) shows the spectra for TMPM and PDMS on their own and their composite with peaks 

arising from chemical bonds in TMPM marked in regions A, C, D and E. There was a shift to the higher 

wavelengths for O—CH3 peak in the TMPM-treated PDMS sponge as compared to TMPM reference 

peaks. This shift can be attributed to hydrolysis of the O—CH3 groups in the Eth:TMPM:H2O solution 

and subsequent grafting of TMPM to the etched PDMS surface. Regions B and F in Figure 3(b) 

evidenced a decrease in intensity of Si—CH3 (at 1258) and C—H (at 2962) peaks for the TMPM-treated 

PDMS sponge when compared the PDMS sponge. The decreased intensity suggests the formation of 

interfacial silanol groups as a result of the etching process. 

Contact angle measurements 

Water absorption behaviour of cartilage is an essential factor for its load-bearing and lubrication 

characteristics1, 4. The PDMS elastomer was selected as the matrix because it can restrain water-

swelling of the infused hydrogel. Table S 1 in the SI evidences a negligible dimensional change of the 

gel-PDMS following water-immersion tests over a span of two weeks. The swelling effect has been 

often observed in hybrid hydrogels which leads to loss of mechanical properties. The PDMS sponge as 

a bi-phasic structure cannot absorb water due to its hydrophobic nature (Figure 3(c)), lacking a crucial 

property of cartilage. For composite materials, EGP/gel imparted water absorption to the bi-phasic 

structure thus mimicking cartilage (Figure 3(c)). In order to investigate water absorption properties of 

materials, wettability measurements (shown in Figure 4) were carried out using a camera integrated 

tensiometer. Water contact angle (WCA) for the PDMS sponge exhibited almost super-hydrophobic 

behaviour with a significantly higher WCA compared to a dense PDMS (Figure S 8(c) in the SI). Super-

hydrophobic characteristics can be achieved by tailoring the specific chemistry or texture on 

surfaces52. WCA for the PDMS sponge decreased from 148˚ to 144˚ over a period of 20 minutes at 

atmospheric pressure and room temperature. This implied a transition from Cassie–Baxter (i.e. air 

exists between the surface grooves and water droplet) to Wenzel states as the trapped air pockets 

were released and water penetrated into the superficial pores53-54. The PAAm chain/gel grafting had a 

substantial impact on the WCA and resulted in a decrease of the WCA to 22˚ as the droplet met the 

material. The WCA decreased over time and the droplet eventually disappeared in less than 2 and 18 

minutes for the EGP-PDMS and gel-PDMS respectively. This observation cannot simply be explained 

by wetting state transition or spreading of water droplets and together with the water droplet volume 

results (Figure 4) indicates water uptake by the EGP/gel-PDMS materials. 



 
Figure 4. Water contact angle measurements and water intake investigation. Values are presented 
as the mean of five readings on four samples (n=4×5). The standard deviation for measurements 
were <7°, <4° and <3° for the PDMS-sponge, EGP-PDMS and gel-PDMS respectively.  

Permeation of structures 

A permeation cell (Figure 5) was designed and developed in this study for conducting permeability 

measurements (see materials and methods section and Figure S 3 in the SI). Show in Figure 5, 

compared to the pristine PDMS sponge, PAAm chain and hydrogel grafting into the sponges reduced 

water permeability of the structures by one and three orders of magnitude respectively. The 

permeability of a poroelastic structure determines its stress-relaxation time scales during which the 

fluid phase contributes to the load bearing capacity55-57. The lower permeability of EGP/gel PDMS 

triggers resistance against fluid flow through the structure and hence is expected to defer the 

poroelasticity-driven stress-relaxation. This is shown in the next section (Figure 6(a)). For materials 

with relatively high permeability coefficients (>10-12 m2) fluid exudation occurs in fractions of a 

second55-56 and hence ultra-high compression rates are required to capture the fluid pressurisation 

within the structure. 

 
Figure 5. Permeation cell and results for PDMS sponge (1.9±0.8×10-12), brush-PDMS (2.9±2.1×10-13) 
and gel-PDMS (5.9±4.1×10-15) materials. Values are presented as the mean ± SDs of three 
measurements on triplicate samples (n=3×3). 

In hydrogels, the polymer mesh size controls the permeability58 which in turn is dominated by 

crosslinking density and synthesis parameters (i.e. chemistry of the hydrogel)59. The EGP-PDMS lacks 



chemical crosslinking and, instead exploited interactions between flowing water molecules and 

extended polymer chains (Figure 2(c)) to reduce the permeability when compared to the PDMS 

sponge. The gel-PDMS encompassed crosslinked polymer chains (Figure 2(d)). The crosslinked chains 

generated a polymer network that effectively counteracted water flow bringing about a smaller 

permeability as compared to the PDMS sponge and EGP-PDMS. 

Load bearing properties of the materials 

A set-up comprising a flat porous indenter, a flat porous drainage plate, a cylindrical water bath and 

two mechanical testing equipment were used for compression testing of materials at relatively low 

(10-3 s-1 or 16x10-3 s-1) and high (1 s-1 or 0.83 s-1) strain rates. The experimental setup and loading rates 

were based on those for cartilage2, 35-36, 39, 60. In stress-relaxation experiments, following a tare loading 

step of 0.2 or 0.5 N, the materials were compressed at a certain rate to 10%-50% strains and 

maintained at the constant strain for 12 hours until an equilibrium stress state (full relaxation of 

stresses at each strain) was reached before strain was relaxed. The stress-relaxation time constants 

were derived through fitting load-time response for materials using (extended)-exponential decay 

functions45. The responses for the material loads over ramp and pause (iso-strain) phases are shown 

in Figure 6(a) on a logarithmic time scale. The wet-PDMS and dry-PDMS represents conditions where 

the PDMS sponge was compresses with pores filled with water and air, respectively.  

Shown in Figure 6(a), the peak load (i.e. where the maximum load at the maximum strain was 

recorded; load-bearing behaviour) for the gel-PDMS composite at 1 s-1 was greater by a factor of 14 

and 3 when compared to the PAAm gel and PDMS sponge, respectively. At the relatively lower strain 

rate (i.e. 10-3 s-1), the load-bearing behaviour was 19 and 3 times greater than the PAAm gel and PDMS 

sponge, respectively. The EGP-PDMS exhibited a less pronounced impact and a peak load by 50%-80% 

larger than the PDMS sponge. A freestanding PAAm chain (un-crosslinked) structure dissolves in water 

and hence measurements were not possible. 

When grafted to the PDMS sponge, the EGP-PDMS appeared to possess an 8 to 9-fold greater load-

bearing behaviour when compared to the PAAm gel as shown in Figure 6(a). While the load-time 

curves for the wet-PDMS and dry-PDMS conditions (Figure 6(a)) at 10-3 s-1 were identical, at 1 s-1 a 

greater peak load was recorded for the wet-PDMS condition. This indicated water pressurisation 

within the PDMS sponge structure which resisted compression by applying a reactionary force to the 

load-cell. The stress relaxed poroelastically following a fluid exudation and plateaued at the same 

stress for the dry-PDMS condition. A relatively high permeability of the PDMS sponge brought about 

exudation of the fluid during the load-ramp phase and hence impeded the fluid pressurisation at 10-3 

s-1 55-56.This led to a negligible stress-relaxation for the PDMS sponge at 10-3 s-1 as fluid could exit the 

material without load induced pressurisation owing to the high permeability. In other words, the time 

required to achieve the maximum strain at 10-3 s-1 was far larger than the time-frame fluid exudes the 

structure for the PDMS sponge. Therefore, the load transient response for the PDMS-wet and PDMS-

dry conditions were indistinguishable at 10-3 s-1. 

The stress-relaxation characteristics of the materials showed that the PAAm gel and gel-PDMS 

experienced two incidents of stress-relaxation at similar time scales (τ1 and τ2). Shown in Figure 6(a), 

it transpired that the first relaxation occurred within the one second of the pause phase at both strain 

rates. The second relaxation appeared at around 3000 s and 3670-3770 s for the gel-PDMS and PAAm 

gel respectively. These can be attributed to the time dependant processes associated with viscoelastic 

and poroelastic relaxation processes45. No significant change in the stress-relaxation time constants 

was observed as a function of strain rate for those studied here. Cartilage2 and enhanced hydrogels43 

have been shown to undergo two distinct stress-relaxation processes similar to what can be observed 



in iso-strain part of the Figure 6(a). The characteristic relaxation time scales (τ) of 0.77 and 162 s were 

derived for glenohumeral cartilage through a biphasic quasi-linear viscoelastic model developed by 

Huang et al.2. Although the τ1 for cartilage is close to that of the gel-PDMS (0.82-0.88), τ2 for the gel-

PDMS was over one order of magnitude greater than of that for cartilage. The obtained τ2 value for 

the gel-PDMS is a valid observation in the scope of hydrogels. Prolonged stress-relaxation time scales 

on the order of 1000 s and above have been shown in chemically crosslinked hydrogels45, 61.  For 

example, Chan et al. observed poroelastic relaxation times in order of 1000 s for a polyethylene 

glycolmethacrylate hydrogel45. Alongside the chemistry (e.g. crosslinking density) of a hydrogel which 

influences stress-relaxation time scales, the testing configuration (e.g. compression depth) has been 

shown to impact the time scale61. Kalcioglu et al.61 reported that it could take more than 6 hr for a 

complete stress-relaxation of a PAAm hydrogel following a 400 um indentation. Therefore, a greater 

indention depth in this study (3000 μm) as compared to a 50-μm indention depth in the cartilage study 

by Huang et al. could be a contributing factor to the large τ2 observed for the gel-PDMS. 

An enormous amount of research has succeeded in enhancing mechanical properties of hydrogels 

towards achieving moduli greater than that of cartilage and skin7, 34, 62, with a minor focus on the stress-

relaxation behaviour of the improved hydrogels43. A hallmark of cartilage is its stress‐relaxation 

behaviour. This prevents mechanical damage to cartilage43 and engender exceptional load-bearing 

properties2 and lubricity1. The extent of stress-relaxation from the peak stress within a loading cycle 

correlates to the fluid pressurisation within the structure and hence is an indicative of its load-bearing 

behaviour and energy dissipation2, 55-56. Huang et al. 2 performed relatively fast ramp (strain rate of 

around 1 s-1) compression tests on bovine cartilage from glenohumeral joints  to a strain limit of 5% 

following a tare load of 0.89 N. They observed a peak stress of 0.92-0.95 MPa which later fully damped 

the stress and relaxed to almost its initial tare load within a 1000 s hold phase. The peak stress at a 

considerably lower strain rate (i.e. 0.125x10-3 s-1) was an order of magnitude smaller as compared to 

the higher strain rate compression and the stress was relaxed by 70%. These demonstrate the crucial 

role of stress-relaxation behaviour of cartilage on its load-bearing properties and underpin the 

observations showing that up to 90% of the stress in cartilage is carried through fluid pressurisation2. 

In a study43 where stress-relaxation of a DN hydrogel was investigated, the gel relaxed only 10%-30% 

of the applied load following a quick loading (400 ms ramp phase) during the hold phase. This implies 

that the modulus of a modified hydrogel can be of the same order as cartilage, but it might lack the 

load-bearing features of cartilage. In our study, compared to the study by Sun et al.43, we observed a 

significantly greater stress-relaxation of around 55% from the peak stress at the strain rate of 1 s-1, 

however, it is evident that more work is required in this aspect to achieve load-bearing properties in 

close proximity to that of cartilage. 

Compressive modulus of the materials 

While peak loads for materials enhanced by increasing the strain rate, equilibrium loads (the 

measured load following the complete stress-relaxation at a certain strain) appeared to be almost 

independent of the strain rate (Figure 6(a)). This indicates that the peak modulus can vary depending 

on the applied strain rate, while an equilibrium modulus can be independent of the strain rate for the 

test conditions defined in this study. The elastic compressive modulus was determined from the linear 

derivative of the stress–strain curves at 0.1-0.3 and 0.3-0.5 strain ranges for peak stress and 

equilibrium stress states at a strain rate of 0.83 s-1 (Figure 6(b)). A greater modulus was observed at 

the higher strain range (i.e. strain stiffening) which has also been reported for toughened hydrogels3 

and cartilage60. Cartilage exhibits a strain stiffening behaviour which is crucial for its load-bearing 

performance43. The strain stiffening of the gel-PDMS can be attributed to the fluid pressurisation 

within the gel upon compression 43 and viscoelastic response of the PDMS sponge. The gel-PDMS was 



substantially stiffer than the PAAm-gel (the peak modulus was around 19 and 48 kPa at 0.1-0.3 and 

0.3-0.5 strain ranges) and exhibited a peak modulus of 0.91 and 2.54 MPa at 0.1-0.3 and 0.3-0.5 strain 

ranges respectively. The gel-PDMS composite was above 3-4 times stiffer than the PDMS sponge over 

both strain ranges. At the equilibrium state, the gel-PDMS composite was approximately 2 and 50 

times stiffer than the PDMS-sponge and PAAm gel materials over both strain ranges respectively. The 

equilibrium modulus for the gel-PDMS at 0.1-0.3 was 452 kPa which was within the range of 

equilibrium modulus reported in the literature for cartilage under unconfined compression conditions 
35-37, 39, 60. 

Mechanical parameters of cartilage are influenced by its properties (e.g. water content39) and the 

testing procedure (i.e. confined, unconfined or indentation2, 36, 39, testing direction due to anisotropy35 

and the strain limit60). A few studies reported a Young modulus between 0.2 and 0.8 MPa for cartilage 

in normal direction to its articulating surfaces35-37. Korhonena et al.36 performed unconfined 

compression steps of 5% strain each up to a total strain of 20% at a strain rate of around 0.7x10-3 s-1 

on bovine’s humeral, patellar and femoral cartilage plugs. They reported Young’s moduli of 0.3-0.8 

MPa for the cartilage plugs. The peak and equilibrium stresses at 5% were around 50 and 10 kPa 

respectively. Julkunen et al. 39 conducted a similar unconfined compression testing on human articular 

knee patellar cartilage plugs at a strain rate of approximately 0.28x10-3-0.45x10-3 s-1 to a total strain 

limit of 15% inclusive of a 5% pre-strain step. At a total strain limit of 10% a peak stress of 80-120 kPa 

was shown which is close to a peak stress of around 52-55 kPa observed for the gel-PDMS material at 

a strain rate and limit of 10-3 s-1 and 10% respectively. Jurvelin et al.35 extracted cartilage discs from 

human patello-femoral joint and compressed the cartilage discs in a series of 16-step stress-relaxation 

cycles to a strain limit of 20% at 10-3 s-1 in an unconfined configuration. The equilibrium Young’s 

modulus (10%-20% strain range) was shown to be around 581 kPa which is comparable to the 

equilibrium modulus of 452 kPa observed for the gel-PDMS material. The equilibrium stresses at 10% 

and 20% strain were around 20 and 80 kPa which are close to the equilibrium stresses of 44 and 89 

kPa obtained for the gel-PDMS in this study. These, therefore, confirm that the equilibrium modulus 

of the gel-PDMS (452 kPa at a strain limit of 30%) is within the range of values reported for cartilage. 

In another study by Loy et al.60, five consecutive confined compression steps of 10% strain each with 

a tare load of 0.1N were performed on human glenoid and humeral head cartilage plugs at a 

compression rate of 0.25 μm/s (i.e. 0.1x10-3-0.2x10-3 s-1). Compressive aggregate moduli at 0 and 16% 

strain (confined moduli) of 229-370 and 0.351-0.543 kPa were reported for the plugs which are in the 

same order of the compressive modulus observed for the gel-PDMS material (Figure 6(b)). A more 

detailed comparison between compressive modulus of the gel-PDMS composite and the moduli 

reported for bovine, swine and human cartilage can be found in Table S 2 in the SI. The peak stress at 

the third strain step (30% strain) was around 170 kPa which relaxed to just below 120 kPa over a 600 

s pause phase (~30% relaxation from the peak stress). The aggregate modulus (confined compression) 

for a cartilage material has shown to be in the same order of the Young’s modulus of cartilage 

(unconfined compression) with the former being slightly greater than the later35-37. For the gel-PDMS 

material a peak and equilibrium stress of 215 and 125 kPa was observed at 30% strain and a strain 

rate of 10-3 (40% relaxation from the peak stress). The observed peak and equilibrium stresses and the 

extent of stress-relaxation from the peak load for the gel-PDMS material at a relatively low 

compression rate (i.e. 10-3 s-1) is therefore, in the same order of that reported for cartilage.  



 

 
Figure 6. a) Load-time graphs for compression and stand-still stress-relaxation at 30% strain for 
PAAm gel, PDMS sponge and EGP/gel-PDMS composites. b) Elastic moduli (linear derivative of the 
stress–strain curve) of materials within two strain ranges of 0.1-0.3 and 0.3-0.5 at a strain rate of 
0.83 s-1 (nominal stress σ= F/πr2). At each strain the maximum stress and the stress after complete 
stress-relaxation processes were used to obtain the peak and equilibrium modulus respectively. c) 
Energy dissipation results given by the hysteresis loop with loading to a strain limit of 30% and 
unloading after the load-response was fully relaxed (full-capacity energy dissipation) at two strain 
rates of 1 and 10-3 s-1. Dissipation energy ratio presents the ratio of the energy dissipation at 10-3 s-

d) 



1 to 1 s-1 for each individual material. Dissipation energy enhancement ratio presents the energy 
dissipation for materials normalised to the energy dissipation in PAAm gel within a loading-
unloading cycle. Tests were carried out at fully swollen state and materials were immersed in water 
bath during tests (except the dry-PDMS tests). The values present mean and SD of the 
measurements (n=3×3). d) presents a schematic of load-bearing/toughening mechanisms for the 
materials. Compression drives fluid exudation in the wet-PDMS and water molecules (orange/blue 
triple circles) are compelled to leave the pores. Grafted PAAm chains in EGP/Gel-PDMS materials 
prompt resistance to fluid flow by osmotic interactions. 

Capacity of the materials to dissipate energy 

As can be seen in Figure 6(b), the equilibrium modulus for the PDMS sponge was 43 and 102 kPa 

smaller than its peaks modulus at the strain range of 0.1-0.3 and 0.30-.5 (corresponding to 15%-17% 

reduction), respectively. This reduction in modulus was above an order of magnitude larger for the 

gel-PDMS composite (458 and 1632 kPa corresponding to 50%-65% reduction). Accordingly, it can be 

inferred that the stress-relaxation and resultant energy dissipation capacity of the PDMS sponge was 

enhanced by PAAm grafting. The energy dissipation characteristics for the materials were evaluated 

at a strain limit of 30% (Figure 6(c)). At 1 s-1, the capacity of the gel-PDMS composite to dissipate the 

applied energy appeared to be approximately 25, 5 and 3 times greater as compared to that of PAAm-

gel, dry-PDMS and wet-PDMS materials/conditions respectively. At 10-3 s-1, these ratios rose to a 

higher level compared to the PDMS sponge and were 25, 15 and 11 times greater in each case. This 

denotes the beneficial influence of gel grafting at relatively slow compression loadings. The greater 

capacity to dissipate energy in the gel-PDMS composite can be attributed to its lower permeability 

leading to extended poroelasticity-driven stress-relaxation. 

Dissipation energy values for the PDMS sponge, compared to the PAAm gel, are presented in Figure 

6(c) (dissipation enhancement ratio) showing that the dissipated energy was 5.0-8.5 times and 1.6-2.2 

times higher at the 1 s-1 and 10-3 s-1 respectively. At 1 s-1, water pressurisation during the compression 

of the PDMS sponge when the pores were filled with water (i.e. the wet-PDMS condition) contributed 

to 40% of the total energy dissipation occurred for wet-PDMS condition. Similar to the PDMS sponge, 

for the EGP-PDMS a larger enhancement to the energy dissipation was observed at the higher strain 

rate (1 s-1). The dissipation enchantment ratio for the EGP-PDMS was around 15 and 6 at 1 s-1 and 10-

3 s-1 respectively. This is rooted in a relatively higher permeability of the PDMS sponge and EGP-PDMS 

compared to the gel-PDMS which resulted in an increased contribution of pressurised fluid to the total 

load at higher compression rates55-57. The AAm polymer chain grafting into the PDMS sponge 

enhanced energy dissipation with a more pronounced influence at the relatively low strain rate of 10-

3 s-1. Through AAm polymer chain grafting, the dissipated energy (with respect to the wet-PDMS 

condition) increased by 164% and 74% at 10-3 s-1 and 1 s-1 respectively. This observation can be partly 

ascribed to the lower permeability of the EGP-PDMS material which brought about fluid pressurisation 

within the brush-PDMS structure even at 10-3 s-1 where the fluid pressurisation for the PDMS sponge 

was negligible55, 57. The fluid pressurisation escalated energy dissipation through fluid exudation55. 

The dissipated energy ratio in Figure 6(c) was defined as the ratio of the energy dissipation at 10-3 s-1 

to that at 1 s-1. The higher ratio suggests efficiencies at relatively slow compressions and larger 

poroelastic stress-relaxation time constants. As shown in Figure 6(c), the dissipated energy ratio for 

the gel-PDMS and PAAm-gel was almost identical (62%). This denotes that the contribution of the 

prolonged stress-relaxation constituent (poroelastic relaxation) to the total stress-relaxation was the 

same for both materials. Consequently, it can be deduced that the poroelasticity (long-term stress-

relaxation) was bestowed upon the gel-PDMS by the infused gel. This agrees with the observed results 

(Figure 5 and Figure 6(a)) showing lower permeability of the gel-PDMS as compared to the EGP-PDMS 



and PDMS sponge and similar stress-relaxation time constants for the gel-PDMS and PAAm-gel 

materials. These results enable us to present a load-bearing/toughening mechanism for materials (the 

schematic illustration shown in Figure 6(d)). The manufactured PDMS-sponge offers ‘intrinsic’ 

permeability and resistance to fluid flow and compression drives fluid exudation. The EGP-PDMS 

retains water within its pores by un-crosslinked PAAm polymer. The osmotic interactions produce 

relatively greater resistance to fluid flow when compared to PDMS sponge. Crosslinked PAAm 

hydrogel further decreases permeability and water migration through the porosity. This brings about 

prolonged load-relaxation properties and greater load-bearing behaviour when compared to EGP-

PDMS. 

Cyclic compression testing behaviour of the materials 

The recovery of load-bearing behaviour of the gel-PDMS and PDMS sponge was rigorously examined 

through ten continuous compression cycles. The cyclic compression tests were carried out at two 

strain rates of 0.83 s-1 and 16x10-3 s-1 which are presented in Figure 7(a and b) respectively. The 

dissipated energy and load-recovery within each cycle are summarised with the figure insets. 

Greater hysteresis characteristics were observed for the gel-PDMS as compared to the PDMS sponge. 

The nonlinear load-strain curve observed in the gel-PMDS data has been evidenced for cartilage63 

implying strain-stiffening behaviour. All the cyclic graphs were almost identical for the PDMS sponge 

at both strain rates. For the PDMS sponge, the peak-load recovery between cycle 2 and 10 was 

discerned to remain beyond 97% and 99% at 0.83 s-1 and 16x10-3 s-1 respectively. A slight reduction in 

the dissipated energy (17-30%) compared to the first cycle was observed for cycles 2 to 10. For gel-

PDMS, compressed at 0.83 s-1, at the second cycle a 4.2% and 24% reduction in the peak-load and 

energy dissipation was observed respectively. A notable difference either in the energy dissipation or 

the peak-load recovery was not found for cycles between 2 and 10. The peak-load recovery stayed 

above 95% and energy dissipation remained above 74% for these cycles. Additional experiments 

(shown in Figure S 4 in the SI), in which unloading phases returned to an absolute zero position (zero 

tare load) and consecutive cycles started from there, showed superimposed curves with the load-

recovery staying above 98% and a slight reduction to the dissipated energy (≤4% at 0.83 s-1). At 16x10-

3 s-1, the decay of load-bearing properties of the gel-PDMS material was negligible. The peak-load 

recovery for cycles between 2 and 10 was higher than 98% and a maximum reduction of 14% was 

observed in the energy dissipation. In order to obtain insights into the cyclic loading behaviour of the 

composite at longer timescales, the gel-PDMS and PDMS-sponge materials were further investigated 

up to 100 compression cycles (with no pause phase). This can be found in Figure S 11 in SI showing 

promising cyclic loading (compression) properties of the gel-PDMS under conditions defined in this 

study. The PAAm gel material was deformed following the first cycle of compression and hence 

immediate cyclic loading was not feasible. 

The attested superb load-recovery properties of the gel-PDMS composite can be attributed to the 

elastic properties of the stiffer component of the composite; i.e. PDMS sponge. The elastic behaviour 

of PDMS sponge hinders its plastic deformation during repeatable uniaxial compressions49. Therefore, 

the gel-PDMS recovered to its initial shape and size immediately after the load was released prompting 

an eminent recovery of the load-bearing behaviour. The grafted hydrogel within the gel-PDMS 

structure had to catch up with the elastic defamation/recovery of the PDMS sponge during 

loading/unloading. Therefore, the PDMS matrix of the gel-PDMS accelerates fluid exudation during 

loading and facilitates regaining the exuded fluid (reswelling) during unloading. These were 

manifested in Figure 6(a) (i.e. a smaller τ2 value for the gel-PDMS as compared to that for the PAAm 

gel) and Figure 7 (i.e. the immediate recovery). Furthermore, the PDMS matrix of the gel-PDMS 

composite mitigated the prominent drawback of hydrogel systems; that is the swelling effect. The 



modified hydrogels often suffer loss of mechanical properties once immersed in water due to the 

osmotic pressure-driven swelling25. This loss can range from trivial to considerable extent. The PDMS 

matrix is a resilient structure when exposed to most aqueous reagents64 especially water. The non-

swelling nature of PDMS in aqueous environments restrained the hydrogel expansion in water. 

Therefore, the gel-PDMS maintained its shape and size in aqueous mediums regardless of immersion 

time hindering swelling-induced loss of mechanical properties.  

  
Figure 7. Load-strain curves for cyclic compression testing of the gel-PDMS and PDMS sponge (dry-
PDMS condition) materials to a strain limit of 30% with a 15-second pause phase included in 
between the loading and unloading phases at strain rates of a) 0.83 s-1 and b) 16x10-3 s-1. Graphs for 
cycles 1, 2 and 10 are only presented for clarity since there was no noticeable difference between 
cycles 2 to 10.  The 2nd to 10th cycles consecutively started from the tare load immediately following 
an unloading phase to tare load with no waiting time. The inset in the graph shows the dissipated 
energy during each cycle (column) and the peak-load recovery (ratio of the peak-load at each cycle 
to the peak-load at the first cycle which is presented by symbol-line). The column bars and line 
graphs in insets present mean and SD of the measurements (n=3×3). 

Finally, the current approach taken in this study tackles some of the concerns involved with hydrogels 

(i.e. swelling and load/shape-recovery) and it provides opportunities for improvements towards a 

structure with more similarities to native cartilage. Cartilage possesses anisotropic behaviour35 (e.g. 

the directional orientation of fibrils is different in surface from that in bulk39) with more water content 

at the surface and stiffer structure deeper towards the subchondral bone39. These make biomimicry 

of cartilage more arduous. Highly ordered hydrogels can impart anisotropic behaviour to engineered 

structures17. For example, anisotropic functionality has been achieved through incorporation of 

cofacially oriented metal-oxide nanosheets65 or physically crosslinking stretched hydrogels containing 

semirigid polyelectrolytes66. The PDMS sponge can function as a scaffold to graft-infuse anisotropic 

hydrogels to advance the composite towards structures with properties akin to cartilage. 

Conclusion 
A novel approach was taken in this study to mimic the structure and properties of cartilage. A porous 

PDMS was used to restrain the expansion and deformation of an infused-grafted hydrogel (i.e. PAAm). 

The gel-PDMS composite was resilient to water-swelling and cyclic compression loading. Therefore, 

loss of mechanical properties as a result of osmotic swelling was mitigated and ultra-fast recovery 

behaviour was bestowed on the composite. Cyclic compression testing showed that the load-bearing 

and energy-dissipation capacity recovered to 95-98% and 74-96% of their initial values respectively, 

immediately with no waiting time between cycles. 

a) b) 



By leveraging prolonged stress-relaxation characteristics of PAAm and the elastic behaviour of the 

crosslinked PDMS, the capacity of energy dissipation of the composite was improved by approximately 

25 times that of the PAAm hydrogel system and 3-11 times that of the PDMS sponge system. The 

composite showed two distinct stress-relaxation processes with EGP-PDMS showing a better 

proximity to cartilage in terms of poroelastic stress-relaxation time constants. The PAAm gel grafting 

decreased permeability of the PDMS sponge by three orders of magnitude, thereby fluid 

pressurisation within a prolonged time-frame was enabled. The load bearing capacity at 30% strain 

was, as a result, enhanced by 14-19 and 3 folds when compared to the PAAm gel and PDMS sponge 

materials. The composite exhibited an elastic modulus of 452 kPa which is within the range of the 

modulus values reported for cartilage. The composite has the capacity to undergo stress-relaxation to 

an extent of 40-55% from the maximum stress at 30% strain. This, in some cases, surpassed the extent 

of stress-relaxation in some of previously developed hydrogels and is comparable to that of cartilage 

(30-95%).  

The PAAm grafting tuned the structure to absorb water in the steady-state condition which brought 

about the capability to regain the exuded fluid as found in cartilage. An intermediate structure 

between the composite and the PDMS sponge was fabricated based-on grafting un-crosslinked PAAm 

polymer chains (i.e. EGP-PDMS). The EGP-PDMS possessed inferior mechanical properties as 

compared to the gel-PDMS, while showing faster water absorption behaviour and stress-relaxation 

characteristics. We believe this study is a paradigmatic of a structure that can function as a hydrogel 

while can retain its properties, shape and geometry in harsh load-bearing applications. Therefore, this 

study triggers development of advanced materials built on stiff hydrophobic-soft hydrophilic 

framework for applications operating in aqueous environments. 

Supporting Information: includes further details and data pertaining to size distribution of PMMA 
particles, UV/Vis analysis of the dense PDMS and PDMS sponge, the setup for permeability 
measurement, cyclic compression tests, ATR-FTIR and X-ray elemental mapping analysis to confirm 
the complete dissolution of the PMMA template, fabrication method, swelling tests and a comparison 
table comparing the wide range of mechanical properties for cartilage reported in literature.   
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